Triggering a single additional spike in a cerebral cortical neuron was recently demonstrated to cause a cascade of extra spikes in the network that is likely to rapidly decorrelate the network's microstate. The mechanisms involved in this extreme sensitivity of cortical networks are currently not well understood. Here, we show in a minimal model of cortical circuit dynamics that exponential state separation after single spike and even single synapse perturbations coexists with dynamical stability to infinitesimal state perturbations. We propose a unifying picture of exponentially separating flux tubes enclosing unique stable trajectories composing the networks' state spaces. PACS numbers: 87.19.lj, Understanding the dynamical characteristics of cerebral cortex networks is fundamental for the understanding of sensory information processing in the brain. Bottom-up investigations of different generic neuronal network models have led to a variety of results ranging from stable [1-3] to chaotic dynamics [4] [5] [6] . In top-down attempts to construct classification and discrimination systems with such networks, the 'edge of chaos' was proposed to be computationally optimal [7] . Near this transition between ordered and chaotic dynamics, a network can combine the fading memory and the separation property, both of which are important for the efficacy of computing applications [8] . While fading memory (information about perturbations of the microstate die out over time) is achieved by a stable dynamics, the separation property (distinguishable inputs lead to significantly different macrostates) is best supported by a chaotic dynamics.
Triggering a single additional spike in a cerebral cortical neuron was recently demonstrated to cause a cascade of extra spikes in the network that is likely to rapidly decorrelate the network's microstate. The mechanisms involved in this extreme sensitivity of cortical networks are currently not well understood. Here, we show in a minimal model of cortical circuit dynamics that exponential state separation after single spike and even single synapse perturbations coexists with dynamical stability to infinitesimal state perturbations. We propose a unifying picture of exponentially separating flux tubes enclosing unique stable trajectories composing the networks' state spaces. PACS numbers: 87.19.lj, Understanding the dynamical characteristics of cerebral cortex networks is fundamental for the understanding of sensory information processing in the brain. Bottom-up investigations of different generic neuronal network models have led to a variety of results ranging from stable [1] [2] [3] to chaotic dynamics [4] [5] [6] . In top-down attempts to construct classification and discrimination systems with such networks, the 'edge of chaos' was proposed to be computationally optimal [7] . Near this transition between ordered and chaotic dynamics, a network can combine the fading memory and the separation property, both of which are important for the efficacy of computing applications [8] . While fading memory (information about perturbations of the microstate die out over time) is achieved by a stable dynamics, the separation property (distinguishable inputs lead to significantly different macrostates) is best supported by a chaotic dynamics.
Widely used in reservoir computing [8] and one of the most simple models of cortical circuits are networks of randomly coupled inhibitory leaky integrate and fire (LIF) neurons [9] . These networks exhibit stable chaos, characterized by stable dynamics with respect to infinitesimal perturbations despite an irregular network activity [1, 2] . They thus exhibit fading memory. Whether and how such networks realize the separation property is however unclear.
Motivated by the recent observation that real cortical networks are highly sensitive to single spike perturbations [6] , we examine in this letter how single spike and single synapse perturbations evolve in a formally stable model of generic cortical circuits. We show that random networks of inhibitory LIF neurons exhibit negative definite Lyapunov spectra, confirming the existence of stable chaos. The Lyapunov spectra are invariant to the network size, indicating that stable dynamics is representative for large networks, extensive and preserved in the thermodynamic limit. Remarkably, in the limit of large connectivity, perturbations decay as fast as in uncoupled neurons. Single spike perturbations induce only minute firing rate responses but surprisingly lead to exponential state separation causing complete decoherence of the networks' microstates within milliseconds. By examining the transition from unstable dynamics to stable dynamics for arbitrary perturbation size, we derive a picture of tangled flux tubes composing the networks' phase space. These flux tubes form reservoirs of stability enclosing unique stable trajectories, whereas adjacent trajectories separate exponentially fast. In the thermodynamic limit the flux tubes become vanishingly small, implying that even in the limit of infinitesimal weak perturbations the dynamics would be unstable. This contradicts the prediction from the Lyapunov spectrum analysis and reveals that characterizing the dynamics of such networks qualitatively depends on the order in which the weak perturbation limit and the thermodynamic limit are taken.
We studied large sparse networks of N LIF neurons arranged on directed Erdös-Rényi random graphs of mean indegree K. The neurons' membrane potentials
between spike events. When V i reaches the threshold V T ≡ 1, neuron i emits a spike and V i is reset to V R ≡ 0. The membrane time constant is denoted τ m . The synaptic input currents are
composed of constant excitatory external currents √ KI 0 and inhibitory nondelayed δ pulses of strength −J 0 / √ K, received at the spike times t (s) j of the presynaptic neurons j ∈ pre(i). The external currents I 0 were chosen to obtain a target network-averaged firing rateν.
Equivalent to the voltage representation, Eq. (1), is a phase representation in which each neuron is described by a phase
) is the interspike interval of an isolated neuron), with a constant phase velocity and the phase transi-
describing the phase updates at spike reception. The neurons' phases thus evolve, from time t s−1 after the last spike in the network through the next spike time t s , at which neuron j 
where [·] denotes population average), (parameters: N = 10 000, K = 1000,ν = 10 Hz, J0 = 1, τm = 10 ms).
fires, according to the map
The neurons postsynaptic to the spiking neuron j * are i * ∈ post (j * ). We used the exact phase map (3) for numerically exact event-based simulations and to analytically calculate the single spike Jacobian
This matrix depends on the spiking neuron j * and on the phases of the spike receiving neurons i * through the derivative of the phase transition curve
s just before spike reception [10] . Describing the evolution of infinitesimal phase perturbations, the single spike Jacobians (4) were used for numerically exact calculations of all Lyapunov exponents λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ N in a standard reorthogonalization procedure [11] .
As expected from the construction of the LIF networks, the dynamics converged to a balanced state. Figure 1 shows a representative spike pattern and voltage trace illustrating the irregular and asynchronous firing and strong membrane potential fluctuations. A second characteristic feature of balanced networks is a substantial heterogeneity in the spike statistics across neurons, indicated by broad distributions of coefficients of variation (cv) and firing rates (ν). Independent of model details, the network-averaged firing rateν in the balanced state can be predicted asν bal ≈ I 0 /(J 0 τ m ) [10] . The good agreement of this prediction with the numerically obtained firing rate confirms the dynamical balance of excitation and inhibition in the studied networks.
Although the voltage trajectory of each neuron and the network state were very irregular, the collective dynamics of the networks was apparently completely stable (Fig. 2) . For all firing rates, coupling strengths and connection probabilities, the whole spectrum of Lyapunov exponents (disregarding the zero exponent for perturbations tangential to the trajectory) was negative, confirming the occurrence of so-called stable chaos in LIF networks [1, 2] . The invariance of the Lyapunov spectra to the network size N , to our knowledge, for the first time demonstrates that this type of dynamics is extensive. With increasing connectivity K all Lyapunov exponents approached a constant λ i ≈ −1/τ m . This is deduced from the mean Lyapunov exponent given by
in random matrix approximation and the numerical observation that the largest exponent approached λ mean in the large K-limit ( [10] and Fig. 2(b) ). These results suggest that in the thermodynamic limit arbitrary weak perturbations decay exponentially on the single neuron membrane time constant. As will become clear in the following, however, this issue is quite delicate.
Experimentally realizable and well-controlled state perturbations to the dynamics of cortical networks are the addition or suppression of individual spikes [6, 12] . Such minimalistic neurostimulation can elicit complex behavioral responses [12] and can trigger a measurable rate response in intact cortical networks [6] . We therefore examined how such single spike perturbations affected the collective dynamics of our networks. Here, the simplest single spike perturbation is the suppression of a single spike. Figure 3 illustrates the firing rate response if one spike is skipped at t = 0. The missing inhibition immediately triggered additional spikes in the K postsynaptic neurons such that the network-averaged firing rate increased abruptly by δν ∼ Kν/N . Since the induced extra spikes inhibited further neurons in the network, the overshoot in the firing rate quickly settled back to the stationary Figure 4 : Sensitivity to single spike failures: (a) Distance D between trajectory after spike failure and reference trajectory versus time in log-lin plots for different connectivities K and average firing ratesν, (b) pseudo Lyapunov exponent λp from exponential fits D ∼ exp(λpt) before reaching saturation versus connectivity K and average firing rateν, (c) distance-evolution of all parameter sets (rescaled with approximate perturbation strength KJ0/ √ K) versus time (rescaled with average input rate Kν) collapse to characteristic exponential state separation with rate λp ∼ 0.9Kν (inset: different network sizes N for K = 100), (parameters: N = 100 000, K = 1000,ν = 10 Hz, J0 = 1, τm = 10 ms; averages of 10 initial conditions with 100 calculations each).
state within a time of order δt ∼ 1/(Kν). The overall number of additional spikes in the networks therefore was N δνδt ≈ 1 and the one skipped spike was immediately compensated by a single extra spike [10] .
Even though the failure of one individual spike resulted in very weak and brief firing rate responses, it nevertheless induced rapid state decoherence. Figure 4 displays the distance D(t) = 1 N i |φ i (t) − φ i (t)| between the perturbed trajectory (spike failure at t = 0) and the reference trajectory. After the spike failure, all trajectories separated exponentially fast at a surprisingly high rate. Because this exponential separation of nearby trajectories is reminiscent of deterministic chaos, we call its separation rate the pseudo Lyapunov exponent λ p . The pseudo Lyapunov exponent was network size invariant, but showed a completely different behavior compared to the classical Lyapunov exponents. With increasing connectivity, it appears to diverge linearly λ p ∼ Kν. It is thus expected to grow to infinity in the high connectivity limit, reminiscent of binary neuron networks exhibiting an infinite Lyapunov exponent in the thermodynamic limit [4] . In the same balanced LIF networks, we thus find stable dynamics in response to infinitesimal perturbations and unstable dynamics in response to single spike failures. To further analyze the transition between these completely opposite behaviors, we applied finite perturbations of variable size perpendicular to the state trajectory (Fig. 5) . Depending on the perturbation strength ε and direction − → δφ (with i δφ 2 i = 1), the perturbed trajectory either converged back to the reference trajectory or diverged exponentially fast. The probability P s (ε) that a perturbation of strength ε induced exponential state separation was very well-fitted by P s (ε) = 1 − exp(−ε/ε ft ). Hence, ε ft is a characteristic phase space distance separating stable from unstable dynamics. Intriguingly, this distance decreased as ε ft ∼ 1/( √ KNν). For large K and N the dynamics in the thermodynamic limit (N → ∞) would be unstable even to infinitesimal perturbations (ε → 0). Contrary, the analysis of the Lyapunov spectra has shown that taking the limit ε → 0 first and then N → ∞ yields stable dynamics. Thus, the order of the limits appears crucial in defining the dynamical nature of balanced LIF networks.
The evolution of finite perturbations suggests a picture of stable flux tubes around unique trajectories (Fig. 5(d) ). Perturbations within these flux tubes decayed exponentially, whereas perturbations greater than the typical flux tube radius ε ft ∼ 1/( √ KNν) induced exponential state separation. Single synaptic failures correspond to small perturbations of size ε syn ≈ J 0 / √ KN and therefore had a N and K independent probability of inducing exponential state separation. This probability increased linearly with the average firing ratē ν [10] .
Summarizing, our analysis revealed the co-occurence of dynamical stability to infinitesimal state perturbations and sensitive dependence on single spike and even single synapse perturbations in the dynamics of networks of inhibitory LIF neurons in the balanced state. They exhibit a negative definite extensive Lyapunov spectrum that at first sight suggests a well-defined thermodynamic limit of the network dynamics characterized by stable chaos as previously proposed [1, 2] . In this dynamics, single spike failures induce extremely weak firing rate responses that become basically negligible for large networks. Nevertheless, such single spike perturbations typically put the network state on a very different dynamical path that diverges exponentially from the original one. The rate of exponential state separation was quantified with the so called pseudo Lyapunov exponent λ p . The scaling of λ p ∼ Kν implies extremely rapid, practically instantaneous, decorrelation of network microstates. Our results suggest that the seemingly paradoxical coexistence of local stability and exponential state separation reflects the partitioning of the networks' phase space into a tangle of flux tubes. States within a flux tube are attracted to a unique, dynamically stable trajectory. Different flux tubes, however, separate exponentially fast. The decreasing flux tube radius in the large system limit suggests that an unstable dynamics dominates the thermodynamic limit. The resulting sensitivity to initial conditions is described by the rate of flux tube separation, the pseudo Lyapunov exponent, that showed no sign of saturation. These findings suggest that the previously reported infinite Lyapunov exponent on the one hand [4] and local stability on the other hand [1, 2] resulted from the order in which the weak perturbation limit and the thermodynamic limit were taken.
For finite networks, the phase space structure revealed here may provide a basis for insensitivity to small perturbations (e.g. noise or variations in external inputs) and strong sensitivity to larger perturbations. In the context of reservoir computing, the flux tube radius defines a border between the fading property (variations of initial conditions smaller ε ft die out exponentially) and the separation property (input variations larger ε ft cause exponentially separating trajectories). Applications of LIF neuron networks in reservoir computing may thus strongly benefit if the flux tube structure of the network phase space is taken into account. Our results of a very high pseudo Lyapunov exponent also reveal that the notion of an 'edge of chaos' is not applicable in these networks.
